
HEALING  SUMMIT
THE HEALING OF EVERYTHING

Founded in 2014, the annual global two-day conference HEALING SUMMIT gathers forward-thinking
pioneers striving for a holistic approach to life and business, with the aim to support each other and to
create a global community dedicated to doing good.

The HEALING SUMMIT, an initiative of Healing Hotels of the World, a global brand for hotels and resorts
committed to holistic health, offers personal transformation and inspiring knowledge about a healing
world.

Based on the understanding that healing and doing good starts with each individual, the HEALING
SUMMIT is also a unique opportunity to experience world class practitioners and healers that foster
personal transformation way beyond the two days of the conference.

The HEALING SUMMIT is about the healing of everything, which was the title of the 2022 conference.
Topics range from to the necessary change in our culture when it comes to business and economics for
the survival of the planet and a just world, the new paradigm of human behaviour driven from
permaculture and the indigineous approach to nature,  the holistic approach to health and different
healing modalities - to name only a few. Speakers and delegates alike  share their expertise and personal
stories on how to live a holistic life,  personally and professionally.
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HISTORY

The HEALING SUMMIT was created in 2014 by the founders of Healing Hotels of the World to showcase
all aspects of a holistic understanding of life and the world. With that purpose, the international
conference has become a movement for peace fuelled by visionaries from all corners of the globe.

Past speaker include:  Paul Polman, Business Leader, Campaigner & Co-Author, Gina Diez Barroso,
Founder and CEO of Grupo Diarq, Gary Joplin, Expert in somatic training and embodiment, Molly
Melching, Founder of NGO Tostan, Dr. Ken Redcross, Board-certified Internist, Health & Wellness
Advocate, and Best-Selling Author, Janet Rogan, COP26 Regional Ambassador for the Middle East and
Africa. Marina Efraimoglou, CEO and Founder Euphoria Retreat Greece, Mahesh Natarajan, Chief
Operating Officer (COO) Ananda in the Himalayas, Vanessa Paige, Transformational Whole Life Coach, Dr.
Edith Eger/USA, Clinical Psychologist and Holocaust Survivor,  Adam Rockefeller Growald/USA,
Alignment Investor, Philanthropist, Stephen Kennedy Smith/USA, Investor, Binod Chaudhary/Nepal,
Chairman of CG Corp Global,  Dr. Kiell A. Nordstrom/Sweden, Mastermind Economist, Catherine
Parrish/California, Founder and President of NextLevel Leadership, Ashok Khanna/India, CEO of IHHR
Hospitality, Dr. Marjorie Woollacott/USA, Emerita Professor of Neuroscienc University of Oregon, Rain
Henderson/USA, Deputy Director of the Clinton Health Matters Initiative, Alexander Tertychnyy/Russia,
Owner of Green Flow Hotels, William Yang/China, President of Jinhai Lake International. To our virtual
HEALING SUMMIT, we have welcomed: Vandana Shiva/India, founder of Navdanya, a national movement
to protect the diversity and integrity of living resources, Lhatu Wangchuk/Bhutan, Permanent
Representative and Ambassador of the Kingdom of Bhutan to the United Nations.

See short recaps of the HEALING SUMMIT 2015, HEALING SUMMIT 2016 and HEALING SUMMIT 2022.

ABOUT HEALING HOTELS OF THE WORLD

Healing Hotels of the World is the pioneering global brand committed to healing hospitality. Founded in 2006 by Anne Biging and
Dr. Elisabeth Ixmeier, the member-based collection of 90+ of the best Urban and Resort Healing Hotels around the world brings
holistic healing travel based on specific Healing Excellence Standards to life. Member hotels are Healing Certified, ensuring that the
wellbeing of each guest is taken to a deeper dimension through their holistic program offerings. Healing Hotels of the World
provides expert consultation and training, empowering hoteliers to fully embrace the healing guest experience. With the online
magazine JUST BREATHE MAG and the yearly HEALING SUMMIT, the leading event for the healing hospitality and holistic lifestyle
community, Healing Hotels of the World has found unique ways to express and share its vision of enabling travel guests to become
whole in body, mind, and soul. https://healinghotelsoftheworld.com

CONTACT INFORMATION

HEALING SUMMIT
Healing Hotels of the World
Spichernstr. 10
50672 Cologne
Germany
healingsummit@healing-hotels.com
www.healingsummit.org
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https://youtu.be/QSFsJDFYR7c
https://youtu.be/wXkB37rwoKM
https://youtu.be/s7ztydQr1BY
https://healinghotelsoftheworld.com
mailto:healingsummit@healing-hotels.com
http://www.healingsummit.org

